
 
Alkaline Water Benefits

Health Benefits of Ionized Alkaline pH Water Revealed

Sherrie Chastain February 06, 2014

After researching medical studies, articles, and books on alkaline water, I found an
overwhelming amount of evidence that show alkaline pH water can provide relief
for many common illness that people suffer from.

(Newswire.net -- February 6, 2014) Orlando, FL. -- A simplified explanation on how pH
works in the body, is to compare it to a swimming pool. Our bodily fluids are like the water
in a swimming pool, and when our bodily fluids become acidic it creates an environment

that is ideal for bacteria, virus, and fungus to grow. When this happens in a swimming pool we see the water begin to
turn green with all types of living things growing in this low pH water.

 

Our bodily fluids react the same way when it is acidic, or registers a low pH, by creating an ideal environment for the
growth of bacteria, virus, and fungus. To fix this situation in a swimming pool that has this low pH we shock it, or add
a very high pH chemical to restore the alkaline pH levels. We do not remove this organic growth from the swimming
pool, the high pH of the shock that we added to the water causes these things that are growing in the water to die.
Then the pool filter catches the dead debris, and the pool water becomes clear again.

When we add high pH alkaline substances to our body, like ionized alkaline water, the pH of our bodily fluids raise.
 When our bodily fluids are restored to an alkaline pH level like in the swimming pool the bacteria, virus, or fungus
begins to die, because it cannot live in this high pH alkaline environment.

Raising the pH of the body is one of the main uses of ionized water that has been raised to an alkaline pH.  When
water is ionized other properties of the water are also changed, not just the pH levels.  The water molecules are
actually split and become smaller making it easier for the body to absorb ionized water, so there are many other
benefits you can gain from using a home water ionizer.

There are studies that show when people drink water that has not been ionized it can channel right through the body
without being absorbed, because the molecules are too large for the body to absorb so it just passed right by and
back out of the body.  People can drink lots of water and still be dehydrated, so proper hydration is another major
benefit of using ionized water. This faster hydration effect has been reported by many drinkers of alkaline ionized
water and even medical researchers have documented these effects.  Naturally you may be skeptical, if you look on
Wikipedia you can even find an article which states that “there is no empirical evidence to any health benefits of
ionized water”.  However if you were to conduct your own research on http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/  with a
search for “alkaline ionized water” or “electrolyzed reduced water” you will find many research studies with scientist
advocating the water as being beneficial to human health.  So is alkaline ionized water beneficial or not?  That is for
you to decide.
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